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3,495,443 
TUBING TESTING APPARATUS 

Clayton L. Phillips, 13900 Schroeder Road, P.0. Box 
793B 77040, and Don R. Switzer, 503 Three Corners 
77024, both of Houston, Tex. 
Continuation-impart of application Ser. No. 462,811, 
June 10, 1965. This application Apr. 2, 1968, Ser. 
No. 718,186 y 

Int. Cl. G01m 3/08 
U.S. Cl. 73--40.5 5 'Claims 

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

A tool and associated portable apparatus is brought on 
a mount to test location with the tool disposed succes 
sively in the stand of tubing occupying top position in 
a well bore tubing string, the associated apparatus being 
disposed, as with tool hoist on a rig ñoor, for quickest 
testing. Packer setting fluid is applied through one tool 
channel to deform packers, by preadjusted tool piston 
travel, to adjust the extent of isolation of an annular 
space to receive test ñuid supplied through an entirely 
separate tool channel into the isolated space to test the 
stand for leakage. The test fluid may be an inert gas 
allowed to expand after testing so less is expended as the 
packers are unset. 

This invention relates to tubing testing apparatus and 
methods including a specialized tubing testing tool, ap 
paratus for controlling the fluid operation thereof from 
a derrick floor, and apparatus carried by vehicle means 
including the supplied iluid and operating materials, also 
all of the equipment controlled by the aforesaid device; 
and the invention also relates to methods of testing tubing 
where the standards of test accuracy may vary as to 
various tests being made as with water; with water and 
a ñuorescent coloring material; with an inert gas, as 
nitrogen, and with such a gas and a material sprayed 
upon areas of suspected leakage; this application being 
a continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 462,811, 
tiled June l0, 1965, for Tubing Testing Apparatus and 
Methods now Patent No. 3,375,703. 
As a primary oibject the invention sets out to provide a 

testing tool having a packer setting flow passage thereinto 
which sets spaced apart packers in a. tubing to be tested, 
and which has a separate flow passage thereinto through 
which testing ñuid may be applied to test for leakage in the 
surrounding tubing section; the same tiuid, as water, being 
used in both ñow passages. 

It is also another primary object of the invention, com~ 
prised by the part thereof that is new, to provide a testing 
tool of the class hereinabove described, with the terminal 
assembly of the tool providing a means for pre-adjusting 
piston stroke whereby selectively to set the tool packers 
firmly in well tubing of different inner diameters. 

Also, it is a further important object of the invention, 
comprised by the part thereof that is new, to provide well 
testing apparatus of this class which includes a console 
with tool hoist disposed on the drilling rig floor, the hoist 
motor being driven by fluid from a hydraulic pump on 
the transportation means and driven by the engine thereon. 

It is a further object of this invention to provide a 
testing tool which may tbe operated by one means to set 
the packers, and which may be operated by a different 
means or fluid, as an inert gas, to test for leakage at any 
predetermined pressure. 

Also, as another object, the invention provides a tool 
which uses one ñuid to set the packers, and a less costly 
fluid to test successive areas, the test fluid being expend 
able after each test. 
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It is also an object of the invention to provide a testing 
tool of this class which is adjustable to accommodate 
various axial lengths of packers along the testing man 
drels. 

It is a particular object of this invention to provide a 
tubing tester which can test tubing for leakage both in 
a well bore or outside a well bore and where the tubing 
may be of various strengths and in various stages of 
assembly so that such tubing may have to be tested at 
various pressures to test for leakage under various re 
quirements of strength and tightness of assembly. 

It is also an object of this invention to provide a tool 
for testing tubing of this class which is adapted to provide 
a ñrst seal at either end of the space to be tested, such 
first seal to be supported by a second seal at such end 
as the testing pressure may be increased. 

It is a further object of this invention to provide a 
tool for testing tubing of this class wherein the packers 
sealing ott the space to be tested may be set at one pressure 
and the tube to be tested may be tested at another 
pressure. 

It is yet a further object of this invention to provide 
a‘testing tool of this class which may be increased in 
length selectively to test equipment of various lengths. 

It is also an object of this invention to provide a testing 
tool of this class having a separation means between the 
packers at either end of the test space area whereby to 
prevent cold ñow between packers of different hardness 
and resiliency. 

It is also a further object of the invention to provide 
a tubing tester of this class having segmented packer 
means installable upon a sleeve extension of the piston 
whereby the sleeve protects the mandrel, the mandrel 
having seal carrying means thereon adjustable with rela 
tion to the piston to limit piston travel. 

It is another and important object of the invention to 
provide a tubing tester of this class in which the packer 
setting fluid pressure required to set the packers may be 
a fractional value as compared with the required testing 
pressure. 

Objects of the invention pertaining to apparatus asso 
ciated with the testing tools and methods of use include 
the following objects: 
As a primary object, the invention provides for tubing 

testing apparatus, transportable on a singlewehicle, and 
so operable that only the testing tool and a console are 
used on the drilling rig floor, and in manner that a single 
operator may operate the console to actuate the testing 
tool and to control and bring into play all the other 
necessary cooperative apparatus, which may remain dis 
posed on the vehicle, or vessel, which has brought it to 
location. ' 

Additionally, the invention has an additional and im 
portant object, the provision of a structure and method of 
this class which includes method and structure permitting 
the use of a predetermined fraction of compressed air 
pressure capacity to brake the cable handling winch drum, 
whereby the operator does not have to continuously ma 
nipulate the application of the winch drum brake during 
an operation. - 

Furthermore, the invention has as an object the con 
centration of all controls on a console easily manipulated 
Ifrom the drilling platform Hoor in order to control every 
step of the testing operation, with no operator being 
required to actuate the apparatus on the vehicle or vessel 
on which the apparatus is Abrought to location. 

Also, as another and further important object, the .» 
invention includes a method and structure of this class, 
whereby the two conduits supplying fluid, respectively to 
set the packers of the tool, and to test tubing, are con 
nected to the tool and suspended from the drilling rig in 
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a manner that these conduits need not be removed from 
the tool between each successive testing operation. 
The invention also has as an object the provision of a 

tool and apparatus of this class which may employ a 
colored gas, a mixture, or a colored liquid in the course 
of testing to indicate leakage in a tubing stand being 
tested. 

Other and further objects will be apparent when the 
specification herein is considered in connection with the 
drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 is an elevational view, part in section, showing 
a testing tool in testing position, with water conduits, 
console and truck carried apparatus disposed in operative 
position; 
FIG. 2A shows the upper portion of the tool shown in 

assembly in FIG. 1; t 
FIG. 2B shows the lower end of the tool shown in 

assembly in FIG. l; 
FIG. 3' is an improved embodiment of packer assembly 

as shown installed on the lower end of the mandrel shown 
in FIG. 2B; 

FIG. 4 is a preferred improved embodiment of packer 
assembly as shown installed on the lower end of the 
mandrel shown in FIG. 3; 

FIG. 5 is still another improved embodiment of packer 
assembly as shown installed on the lower end of the 
mandrel shown in FIG. 4; 

FIG. 6 is a relatively small scale side elevation of a 
motor vehicle adapted to carry all necessary apparatus 
to location; 

FIG. 7 is an enlarged scale, fragmentary plan view, 
taken along line 7-7 of FIG. 8, and in which the console 
is omitted and in which the compressed air reservoir 
is substantially omitted; 

FIG. 8 is a fragmentary side elevation taken along line 
8_8 of FIG. 7, showing the opposite side of the truck 
bed and apparatus thereon from the side shown in FIG. 7; 

FIG. 9 is an isometric view of the front, top and one 
side of a console; 

FIG. 10 is a side elevation taken along line 10-«10 of 
FIG. 9; 

FIG. ll is an elevational View, partially diagrammatic, 
showing apparatus for testing with a gas, as nitrogen, and 
also showing the use of the gas in testing; 

FIG. 12 is an isometric view, partially diagrammatic, 
showing the console, with the tool hoist, on the drilling 
rig floor; the drive means for the hoist being indicated 
diagrammatically on the transportation means; and 

FIG. 13 is a sectional elevational view of the lower 
end portion of the well tool, showing means for selectively 
adjusting the length of piston travel, whereby to regulate 
the degree of exapnsion of the packers, as dictated by 
respective inner diameters of the well tubing. 

Referring in _detail to the drawings in which like ref 
erence numerals are applied to like elements in the various 
views, a conventional drilling rig 126 is shown in FIG. 1 
having a platform 20 above the ground level 13, and a 
derrick 131 thereabove, with a crown block 133 mounted 
immediately below the top of the derrick 131, and a travel 
ling block 135 suspended below the crown block 133 to 
be raised and lowered by the rig cables 134. 
A tubing string 11 is shown in FIG. 1 supported by 

conventional drilling rig slips 19 at platform 20. The 
tubing string 11 is composed of “stands” of pipe or tubing, 
a stand being comprised of one, two, or three, or even 
more adjoined sections. The stands awaiting assembly, not 
shown in FIG. l, are stacked to stand up from the rig 
ñoor 20, to lean outwardly at the top as supported by the 
upper part of the derrick 131. The stands are lifted by the 
drilling rig elevators 170 which are suspended from the 
travelling block 135 and the tubing string 11 is successively 

- increased in length, stand by stand, by threading the lower 
end of the lowermost section of a stand to be added, into 
that nipple or connection member 12, shown in FIG. 2A, 
as the uppermost member of the uppermost stand 136 of 
the tubing string 11. 
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4 
When a stand is added and tested, the weight of the 

tubing string 11 is then supported by the travelling block 
135, so that the slips 19, shown in FIG. l, which have 
been supportingly engaged in the stand just above the level 
of the derrick floor 20, and below the uppermost stand 
under test, may be retracted. Then the tubing string 11, 
as engaged by the elevators 138, just below the top nipple 
12, may be lowered by the travelling block 135 to position 
the newly added and tested stand of tubing just above the 
platform 20, and the slips 19 may be re-engaged, to sup 
port the tubing string 11. 

Prior to testing a top stand, just added, for leakage, it 
is necessary ñrst to “pack o ” or isolate the annular test 
space 14 within the tubing string 11 and around the tool 
10. The test space 14 is the length of a stand of tubing, 
and extends upwardly from just below the lowermost 
nipple 12 of that stand of tubing which has been tested 
to an elevation just below the uppermost nipple 12 of the 
aforesaid, now uppermost stand. 
When a tubing string 11 is ready to be lowered into a 

well bore, a truck 90, as shown in FIG. 1, together with 
a ñrst and second service operator, has arrived at the 
location of the drilling rig 126, and the tool 10 has been 
taken in parts from the truck 90 and assembled by the 
ñrst service operator. In the meantime the drilling rig 
screw lends the use of the travelling block 135 to the 
ñrst service operator, who connects the lift chain 137 of 
a console 125, to be engaged by appendages from the 
travelling block 135, and then the travelling block 135 is 
actuated by the rig crew to lift the console 125 and the 
conduits attached thereto, to the drilling rig floor 20‘, to 
to -be disposed as indicated in FIG. l. The second service 
operator has taken the -free end of a wire line or winch 
cable 27 from a winch 112, mounted on the truck bed 
92, and has passed this free end through a sheave block 
141, and has then taken the sheave block 141 with the 
end of the cable 27 to the top of the derrick 131, the winch 
drum 116 being declutched to “free wheeling” to pay out 
the cable. The second service operator suspends the sheave 
block from below the top of the derrick, and adjacent to 
the drilling rig crown block 133, and then brings back 
the free end of the cable or wire line 27 to the drilling rig 
ñoor or platform 20. 
The truck bed 92 carries a water tank 94 just behind 

the truck cab 93, and behind the water tank 94 a skid 91 
has mounted thereon apparatus including a pump 21 
driven by a Diesel engine 107. The pump 21 draws water 
from the tank 94 and delivers it under pressure through 
a conduit hose 22 to the console 125 which controls de 
livery of water therefrom, selectively, into two flexible 
conduits or hose 22a, 22b. The second service operator 
now takes the free ends of hose 22a and 22b up inside 
the derrick 131 and suspends them over, and ties and tapes 
them to an upper derrick member 143 at predetermined 
distance from the free ends thereof, letting the free end 
portions extend downwardly to the drilling rig ñoor or 
platform 20, or slightly thereabove. 
The free ends of the hose 22a, 22b are then passed 

through a guide sleeve 147, as shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 
2A, and have the respective free end ûttings 14411, 144b 
thereof threadably connected over respective inlet con~ 
nection fittings 145a, 14512 which upstand from the upper 
surface of the tool head 23. The wire line or lift cable 27 
may now be picked up and connected into a swivel 139, 
which comprises the upper part of a lift bar 148, the lower 
end of which may now be passed through the guide sleeve 
147 and threaded into a threaded bore centrally disposed 
in the top surface of the tool head 23. 
The tool head 23 is turned down, as shown in FIG. 

2A to provide a rim iiange 146 on which the guide sleeve 
`147 is positioned when the tool 10 is ready for testing, 
and with the guide sleeve 147 now seated in position on 
the tool 10, the second operator may lift the tool 10, 
as by the wire line 27, which, as aforesaid, has been 
passed over the sheave block 141 at the top of the derrick 
131, and after the lower end of the tool 10 is at an 
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elevation just over the top of the tubing string 11, the 
wire line 27 may be slackened olf to lower the tool 10 
down through the open top of the tubing string 11 and 
downwardly to the position shown in FIG. 1, which is 
that position for testing the next stand of pipe awaiting 
test. In this position the tool head 23, shown in FIG. 2A 
as comprising an upper element of the tool top portion 
18, is supported upon the top of the tubing string 11, 
the tool head 23 being provided with an underside annular 
groove 74 which seats upon the nipple 12 at the top of 
the uppermost tubing stand 136. 

It is of vital importance that the guide sleeve 147 
is provided, so that when in lowered or operative position 
of the tool 10, as Well as in raised position thereof, 
the hose 22a, 22b extend upwardly, and not transversely, 
from the tool head 23, thereby to insure that the con 
nections of hose to tool head 23 may not be broken off, 
as by the exertion of shear in combination with pull 
thereon, as otherwise might occur. 

Also, to protect the hose 22a, 22b, the sleeve 147 
must be of sufficient diameter and wall thickness to permit 
the hose 22a, 22b to be draped arcuately over the top 
of the sleeve 147 when the tool 10 is raised up out of 
testing position, whereby the hose 22a, 22b are disposed 
so that the slack provided by lifting them, drapes down 
wardly in loops between the top of the tool 10 and the 
positions thereabove at which the hose 22a, 22b are 
taped to the horizontally extending derrick member 143. 
As shown in FIG. 1, an air compressor 119 on the 

tfuck bed 92, delivers compressed air through a discharge 
conduit 121 to a tank or reservoir 122, which is connected 
by a flexible hose or core conduit 157a, passing centrally 
through a sheath 149, to a manifold 150, which has 'been 
taken with the console 125 to the drilling rig floor 20; 

Also small scale, ñexible compressed air conduits are 
indicated rising from apparatus shown in FIG. l, but 
without reference numerals being assigned thereto, and 
these extend through the sheath 149, outwardly of the 
supply conduit core 157a therein, to be controlled from 
the console 125 to operate, respectively, a gear box and 
clutch assembly 114 for selectively engaging and driving 
the winch 112; a pneumatic cylinder 117 which controls 
the braking of the drum 116 of the winch 112; the ac 
celeration and de-celeration of the Diesel engine 107; 
and the engaging and disengaging of a clutch, not shown 
in FIG. l, which respectively establishes and disestab 
lishes driving connection between the shaft of the Diesel 
engine 107 with the water pump 21. 

In FIG. 2A, the inlet ñtting 145a into the tool head 
23 establishes water communication with a vertical upper 
channel 28a of a packer setting water course 28 which 
delivers water to set respective upper and lower packers 
15 and 16, to be hereinbelow described. The channel 28a 
terminates in a radially inwardly extending passage 29a 
to a smooth bore 30 within the tool top portion 18. Im 
mediately below the tool top portion 18 an upper mandrel 
32 has successively an upper end 31 which ñts into the 
smooth bore 30, an externally threaded portion 33 which 
is engaged into a threaded bore 34 provided in the lower 
end of the tool top portion 18, a shank 35 of substantial 
length, and a larger diameter, upper central portion 36 
providing an upwardly facing shoulder 37. 
The upper central portion 36 of the upper mandrel 

32 adjoins a tapered part 38 therebelow which in turn 
joins a largest or full diameter lower central portion 
39. The lower end 40 of the upper mandrel 32, below 
the portion 39, is of substantially the outer diameter of 
the upper central portion 36, and has external threads 
thereon for threaded engagement with the- internally 
threaded upper bore 45 of a tubular member or con 
nection coupling 44, to be hereinbelow described. When 
the tool 10 is fully made up, the passage 29a communi 
cates with a radially inwardly extending passage 29b in 
the upper end 31 of an upper mandrel 32, and this 
passage 29b communicates in turn with a channel 42 
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which extends vertically downwardly in the upper mandrel 
32 and terminates at its lower end in the lower face 
41 of the upper mandrel lower end 40, and thus empties 
into a hollow space 43 provided as the interior of the 
aforesaid tubular member 44. 
A testing fluid passage 46 is also provided in the tool 

top portion 18 and in the upper mandrel 32 and such 
passage 46 includes a vertically downwardly extending 
channel 46a which extends from the inlet connection 
145b to a radially inwardly, horizontally extending pas 
sage 47a provided in the tool top portion 18. When the 
tool 10 is fully made up the passage 47a communicates 
in assembly with a radially inwardly, horizontally ex 
tending passage 47b into the mandrel upper end 31. 
Thence, the testing fluid passage 46 extends downwardly 
as a vertically extending passage 48 and terminates in a 
horizontally extending, radially outward passage 47e, 
which passes from the lower central portion 39 of the 
mandrel 32 to the exterior of the tool 10. 

Prior to assembly with the tool top portion 18, the 
upper mandrel 32 has slidably installed thereover to 
be successively installed from uppermost to lowermost 
positions; ñrst, an upper cup 49 to seat upon the shoulder 
37 and to extend thereabove around the mandrel shank 
35 and therebelow around the upper central portion 36 
of the mandrel 32; then an upper pressure packer 17a, 
comprising the lowermost part of the upper packer 15; 
then a sleeve 54; thereafter an upper safe guarding packer 
15a; and uppermost, a washer 57 which bears against 
the lower end or face of the tool top portion 18 when 
the mandrel externally threaded part 33 is threaded full 
up in the internally threaded bore 34 within the tOOl top 
portion 18, the washer 57 being urged against the upper 
mandrel lower end by the cumulative action of the packer 
elements 15a and 17a. _ 
The safe guarding packer 15a comprises uppermost a 

frusto-conical part to tit within a correspondingly recessed 
portion within the underside of the washer 57, and there 
below it comprises a cylindrical portion with lower surface 
counterbored and countersunk to receive, respectively, the 
uppermost cylindrical portion 54a of the sleeve 54, and 
the hollow frustoconical or recessed lowermost portion 
5417 thereof. 
The upper pressure packer 17a has uppermost a frusto 

conical part 52 to ñt within the lower part 54b of the 
sleeve 54, and therebelow the pressure packer 17a has a 
main sleeve or cylindrical portion 56 with a frusto 
conically shaped recess in the base thereof. The cup 
base 50 on top of which the cylindrical portion 56 of the 
pressure packer 17a is seated, has outermost, at the top 
thereof, a chamfered rim 50’ over which seats the cor 
respondingly recessed, lowermost, outer part of the afore 
said packer cylindrical portion 56. The cup 49 has its 
lowermost part slightly countersunk to fit on the afore 
said chamfered or tapered portion 38 of the upper mandrel 
32 in manner that the lower end of the upper cup 49 
clears the upper shoulder of the mandrel lower central 
portion 39. 
The upper, safeguarding packer 15a is of substantially 

harder material than the pressure packer 17a, whereby 
is is properly termed the safe guarding packer, whereas 
the pressure packer 17a, which is longer, of softer ru‘bber, 
and more deformable, is in like manner properly termed. 
A lower mandrel 60 includes successively from the top 

to bottom, an externally threaded upper end 58 for en 
gagement with the internally threaded lower end of the 
tubular member 44, a full diameter, upper central por 
tion 61, a tapered portion 62, a reduced diameter, lower 
central portion 63, and a further reduced diameter, shank 
64, including lowermost an externally threaded end por 
tion 66, the lower central portion 63 thus providing a 
downwardly facing shoulder 63'. 
At the upper end of the tubular member 44, at the 

junction where it would otherwise shoulder against the 
upper mandrel 32, an O-ring seal 59 is provided, and 
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also at the lower end of the tubular member 44 at the 
junction where it would otherwise shoulder against the 
lower mandrel 60, an O-ring seal 59’ is provided. 
The lower mandrel 60 has slida'bly assembled thereon; 

first, a lower cup 49’ as the uppermost element thereon, 
the inner surface of its base 65 seating upwardly against 
the shoulder 63’; second, a lower pressure packer 17b, 
constructed in correspondence with the upper pressure 
packer 17a, with upper surface to bear against the outer 
surface of the lower cup base 65; third, a sleeve 54'; fourth, 
a lower safeguarding packer 16a; fifth, a washer 57; 
and sixth, and lowermost, a nut 67 having an internally 
threaded central ‘bore 67a through the upper face thereof. 
Thus, as the lower mandrel assembly is completed, the 
upper face of the nut 67 bears against the outer or lower 
face of the lower spacer washer 57, and the packers 16a 
and 17b, which together comprise the lower packer 16, 
cumulatively urge against the lower cup 49', as the 
countersunk, outer uppermost surface of the lower pres 
sure packer 1‘7b bears against the underside of the lower 
cup base 65, including the chamfered outer surface 50" 
thereof. Also, as a protective lguard sheath for the nut 
67, a rubber cover 69 is installed over a conically shaped 
or pointed lower end 68 comprising the lower part of the 
nut 67. 
The lower cup 49’ has its uppermost part slightly 

countersunk to iit on the aforesaid tapered portion 62 
of the lower mandrel 60 While the upper end face of 
the lower cup 49’ clears the lower shoulder of the upper 
central portion 61 of the lower mandrel 60. The lower 
pressure packer 17b has uppermost its countersunk or 
recessed base which iits the chamfered contour 50’ of the 
underside of the lower cup base 65, and therebelow a 
cylindrical portion 56', and terminates in a frusto-conical 
lower end 52’. 
The sleeve 54’ comprises an uppermost hollow frusto 

conical or recessed portion 54b `and a cylindrical portion 
54a lowermost, and the frusto-conical lower setting packer 
end 52' is received in the sleeve upper portion 54b. The 
lower safe guarding packer 16a comprises a counterbored 
and countersunk upper portion to receive the lower sleeve 
54’ therein, and the lower end of the safe guarding packer 
16a is frusto-conical to be received in a corresponding 
recess in the upper surface of the lower spacer washer 57. 
An O-ring 73 is provided to seat in an annular groove 

in the tool top portion 18 and seal off against any fluid 
communication between the packer setting water course 
28 and the testing water course 46, such seal 73 sealing 
around the upper end of the upper mandrel 32, between 
the lateral passages 47a and 29a. Also, an O-ring seal 73’ 
is provided to seat in an annular groove in the tool top 
portion 18 and seal off against any fluid leakage down 
wardly from the passage 29a about the threads 33, 34 con 
necting the upper mandrel 32 into the tool top portion 18. 
A lateral port 70x extends from the vertical passage 

42 in the upper mandrel 32 to deliver fluid outwardly to 
urge upwardly against the under surface of the ‘base 50 
of the inverted cup 49. As the cup 49 must fit with sliding 
iit tolerance about the mandrel shank 35, it is necessary 
to provide an Q-ring seal 55’ within the mandrel portion 
36 below the lateral port 70x to seal off against leakage 
between the mandrel and the inside of the cup. In like 
manner, to provide against leakage upwardly, it is nec 
essary to seal olf Aby providing in the cup base 50 a similar 
O-ring seal 55 to seal against the mandrel shank 35. 
The portion 42 of the packer settinf7 flow passage 28 

communicates with the interior 43 of the tubular member 
44 and thus the tubular member interior 43 serves as a 
part of the packer setting iiow path 28. At the lower end 
of the tubular member 44 the flow path continues in the 
form of an axial ñow passage 72 down the lower mandrel 
60 and turns radially outwardly through a flow port 
70y to communicate downwardly with the upper surface 
of the base 65 of the upright, or lower cup 49'. Corre 
spondingly, as in the case of the upper or inverted cup 
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49, an O-ring seal 71a is provided above the flow pas 
sage 70y between the cup and the lower mandrel 60 and 
a similar O-ring 71b is provided below the flow passage 
70y between the cup base 65 and the lower mandrel 
shank 64. 
The tool 10, disclosed in FIGS. 2A and 2B, may be 

employed with the apparatus disclosed in FIG. l, as 
aforesaid, and fluid, as water, may be pumped from the 
pump 21, to pass by way of the hose 22 and the hose 
22a, into the packer setting water course or channel 28, 
and down through its channels 28a, 29a, 29b and 42 to 
pass ont through a lateral flow passage 70x to bear up 
wardly against the upper cup base 50 and move this ele 
ment upwardly to compress the upper pressure packer 
17a. This in turn increases pressure on the lower portion 
of the sleeve 54 and eompresses the uppermost or safe 
guar-ding packer 15a. As the pressure exerted upon the 
upper pressure packer 17a increases, this packer could 
conceivably give way or become ruptured. iln such cases 
the fluid pressure, which is greater than that for which 
the pressure packer 17a has been designed, then comes to 
act upon the uppermost safeguarding packer 15a and sets 
it as the sleeve 54 is moved upwardly. 

In like manner, the lower pressure packer 17b is set by 
the downward movement of the lower cup 49’ as water 
from the packer setting water port 70y urges downwardly 
on the base 65. In case the lower pressure packer 17b 
should give way or rupture, then the ñuid pressure will 
act against the lowermost packer 16a and expand it to set 
it as a safeguard. 

It is pointed out that the expansion of the safeguard 
ing packers 15a, 16a can be controlled by the length of 
the sleeves 54, 54', respectively, and thus the tolerances 
between the diameters of tubular devices to be tested, and 
the outer diameters of this packer, are determining fac 
tors. 

It is pointed out that the spacer washers 57 may not be 
necessary in a tool but rather these washers could be 
component parts of the tool top portion 18 or of the 
assembly nut 67, respectively, in a tool designed for any 
given tolerance in testing. However, the employment of 
these washers in various longitudinal dimensions permits 
ready variations in longitudinal dimensions of the pack 
ers to adapt any one tool to test tubing at various toler 
ances. 

The tool is designed so that no metal parts can readily 
Contact the tubing to be tested, since the assembly nut 
point is rubber coated while the lower packers are spaced 
shortly thereabove. Also, the connecting tubular member 
44 between the two mandrels may be rubber coated. 
The lluid as water, delivered by the pump 21 through 

the hose 22 to the console 125, is first directed by valve 
means at the console, not shown in FIG. l, to pass by 
way of the hose 22a and the water course 28 in the tool 
10 to set the packers 15 and 16, which are located as 
aforesaid, respectively, above and below the nipples 12 
at the top and vbottom of a stand of tubing 136 to be 
tested. 
As the packers 15 and 16 are set, the annular space 14 

around the tool 10 within the stand 136 is thus isolated, 
and by shifting valve means at the console, pumped iluid 
is then passed from the hose 22 by way of the hose 22b 
and the water course 46 in the tool 10 to pass out through 
the passage 47C to fill the annular space 14 within the 
tubing stand 136, and the pump 21 continues to pres 
surize the space 14 until extremely high pressures, such 
as 20,000 p.s.i., may be attained as indicated hy the high 
pressure water gauge 24 on the console 125. As the test 
ing pressure acts, there is no action tending to unset 
the packers should the testing pressure become greater 
than the packer setting pressure, since the cups 49 and 49’ 
are the elements respectively below and above the pres 
sure packers 17a and 17b, and the space under test and 
the open ends of the cups are open to the testing ñuid. 

Obviously, the respective sleeves 54, 54’ act as di 
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viders between the respective pressure packers 17a, 17b, 
and the respective safeguarding packers 15g, 16a, and 
thus prevent cold flow from the material of one packer 
to the material of another packer, as would otherwise 
tend to take place, especially from the pressure packers 
of softer material to the safeguarding packers of harder 
material. 

lAs can be appreciated from a consideration of FIG. 1 
in connection with FIG. 2A, the tool head 23 is of some 
substantially larger outer diameter than the outer >diam 
eter of the tubing nipple 12 at the top of the tubing string 
11, and thus it is of substantially larger outer diameter 
than the full diameter of the tool top portion 18 there 
below. The tool 10 is thus formed in this dimensional 
relationship for the obvious reason of providing stock 
in which an` annular groove 74 may be formed whereby 
_the tool head 23 may be fully supported by the nipple 12 
at the top of the tubing 11 under test. 
Then since the slips 19 shown in FIG. 1 support the 

weight of the tubing 11 under test, it is not necessary to 
provide the tool 10 with anchor means, as slip and drag 
elements to anchor it in the tubing 11. Also, as the tool 10 
is thus supported, it requires less development of pres 
sure to set the packers, as an amount of pressure to over 
come the weight of the tool does not have to be developed, 
and all packer setting fluid serves to develop pressure 
tending to set the packers. 

In the modification of packer assembly shown in FIG. 
3, a segmented lower packer assembly 75 is provided. Such 
packer assembly 75 comprises alternate thimble or re 
tainer rings 77 and resilient or ilexible seal rings 76 of 
elliptical or modified elliptical construction with major 
axis vertical. 

` The thimble rings 77 each comprises a cylindrical inner 
part 78 which is slidably installed upon the reduced diam 
eter mandrel or shank section 64a. Outwardly of the cy 
lindrical part 78, and integrally formed therewith, each 
thimble ring 77 comprises a retainer rim part 79 of modi 
íied triangular cross-section extending outwardly from the 
upper portion of the cylindrical part 78. 
As installed each retainer rim part 79 bears down 

wardly upon the seal ring 76 therebelow and the lower 
portion of the cylindrical part 78 spaces the seal ring 76 
outwardly thereof, the lower outer surface of the retainer 
ring 77, being of arcuate contour, íits the corresponding 
ly contoured upper inner surface of the seal ring 76. 
Thus when packer setting pressure fluid acts through 

the passage 72a, 70a, in the mandrel portion 63a of the 
lower mandrel 60a, it urges the piston or plunger 49a 
downwardly from the shoulder 51a to the lower packer 
assembly 75. This is accomplished by deforming the seal 
rings 76 to expand outwardly into contact with the tubing 
to be tested, such as the tubing stand 136 shown under 
test in FIG. 1. 
The downward urging of the piston 49a thus moves the 

lower end faces of the retaining rings 77 toward abut 
ment with the respective inner uppermost end faces of 
the retainer rings 77 adjacently therebelow and conse 
quently deforms the seal rings 76 thereinbetween to urge 
them outwardly. Thus a construction is provided which 
tends to exclude foreign matter. And obviously, upon full 
piston travel and full maximum seal ring compression, 
with the retainer rings inner parts 78 in complete end 
to end abutment, this exclusion will be complete. 

Of the foreign matter excluded, the mud loss inhibitor 
material which is often carried in a well bore to inhibit 
loss of drilling fluid into cavities is one of the materials or 
elements of foreign matter which may be present, and 
which, if not excluded, may become lodged between packer 
elements and mandrel to cause fluid leakage from the tester 
and also to wear away the seal ring inside of which such 
material may become lodged. . 

In the form of invention shown in FIG. 3, the adjust 
ment nut or sleeve 67 b is shown with its internally threaded 
bore 67a threaded upwardlyfor its full threaded length 
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10 
on the lower end 53a of the lower mandrel 66a. In this 
case the base nut, locking nut, or spear point 68a is 
threaded full up for the depth of the internal threads 
thereof to lock the adjustment nut 67h into the positions 
shown, and locking is effected by virtue of the face to face 
abutment of the respective adjustment nut 67b and spear 
point 68a. As shown, the relationship of the movement 
of the retainer rings 77 with relation to the deformable 
seal rings 76 insures that the retainer rings are in successive 
abutment when the packer assembly 75 is compressed by 
the piston 49a. 

Should the adjustment nut ̀ 67b and spear point 68a be 
locked at relatively lower position on the mandrel end 
53a, the rings 77 will fall short of abutment for the same 
amount of piston travel as aforesaid, or else a greater pis 
ton travel will be required to bring the retainer rings 77 
into abutment, thereby permitting a longer time or slower 
movement in setting the packer. 

Obviously, the structures shown in FIG. 3 thus permit 
the vertical positions of the adjustment nut 67b and of the 
spear point 68a to be controlled, thereby controlling piston 
movement before compression of the packer assembly 7S 
begins; also the degree of radial deformation necessary to 
set the packer elements 76 can be controlled, and also the 
total amount of travel of the piston 49a can be controlled. 
As shown in FIG. 4, a modified piston 49h is provided 

for setting a testing tool packer, such piston or plunger 
including a tubular extension or sleeve 80 which extends 
down around the mandrel section 64b to terminate inside 
a cup shaped adjustment nut 67d which has an O-ring seal 
82 in a groove near the top of its cylindrical wall portion 
83, the base 84 of the cup being threaded upon the lower 
mandrel threaded end 52a. Below the nut ̀ 67d a lock nut 
or internally threaded spear point l68d is provided to be 
threaded upon the mandrel end 53b to bear upwardly in 
face to face locking contact against the bottom of the 
adjustment nut 67d. 
A packer assembly 75a which is installed upon the piston 

sleeve 80, includes an upper packer element 76a with 
upper end to bear against a lower shoulder on the piston 
49b, and also the packer assembly 75a includes a lower 
packer element 76b with lower end to bear against the 
upper face of the adjustment nut 67d. A spacer ring 86 is 
provided respectively between the upper and lower packer 
element 7 6a, 76‘b. 
With the form of a segmented packer 75a, as employed 

upon a piston sleeve y80, the mandrel 60b is protected 
from contact with any foreign matter that otherwise might 
be forced inside the packer assembly 75a. This protection 
against foreign matter reinforced by the provisions of 
an O-ring 71c in a groove on the mandrel portion 63h and 
by an O-ring 71d in a groove therebelow in the piston 49h, 
these O-rings 71C and 71d also preventing leakage of the 
testing fluid which passes down the test water course pas 
sages 72b, 70b. 

In the form of the invention shown in FIG. 4, the verti 
cal positions of adjustment nut 67d and spear point 68h 
can be controlled, thereby controlling initial piston move 
ment before compression of packer assem‘bly 75a begins, 
or controlling degree of radial deformation necessary to 
set the packer elements ̀ 76a and 7 6b. 
The packer elements 76a, 76h may be of rubber of 

different hardnesses or durometer readings, whereby cold 
ñow from softer upper element 76a and harder lower 
element 7 6b may be minimized. 
More important, in this form of the invention, the total 

amount of piston travel can be adjustably predetermined 
by setting the distance between the lower end face of the 
sleeve 80 and the inner surface of the adjustment nut 67d. 
This permits a definite control of the degree of radial 
deformation of packer elements. 
A variation of packer assembly 75b is shown in FIG. 5, 

Iwhich otherwise has a piston 49C, piston sleeveoSila, ad 
justment nut 83a, and spear point construction as shown 
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in FIG. 4. This assembly comprises packer elements 7-6c, 
76d, 76e and 76f which are preferably of successively in 
creasing hardness or durometer reading from top to bot 
tom to minimize cold flow. 
The absence of metallic elements, as spacer rings, be 

tween the packer elements permits greater radial expan 
sion of the packer assembly 75b, as may be required in 
conditions where the annulus between testing tool and tub 
ing is comparatively great. Also, this type of packer assem 
bly had best be used in cases where there is a minimum 
of foreign matter in the ñuid in the annulus, which other 
wise might become lodged between the plunger sleeve 
80a and the packer elements. f 
The packer assemblies shown in FIGS. 3, 4 and 5 are 

compressed downwardly to form the lowei~ barrier or 
confine of the space in which the test ñuid is employed. 
Obviously such packer assemblies may be substituted as 
well in place of a packer assembly which forms the upper 
test fluid conñning barrier comparable to the packer assem 
bly 15 shown in FIG. 2A. This is accomplished without 
change in the case of substituting a packer as shown in 
FIG. 3, but in the case of the packer assemblies shown in 
FIGS. 4 and 5, the order of installation of packer elements 
would have to be reserved with softest packer element 
lowermost and successively harder packer elements up 
wardly, thereby best to minimize cold ñow of the rubber 
of the packer elements. 

In the form of the invention shown in FIGS. 3 and 5, 
O-ring seals 71g and 71h and O-ring seals 71e and 71f 
are provided; respectively, on the mandrel portion 63a 
and in the piston 49a to seal above and below the testing 
Water lower passages 72a, 70a; and on the mandrel por 
tion `63e of the lower mandrel ‘60C and in the piston 49o 
to seal above and below the testing water lower passages 
72e, 70C. In FIG. 3, the piston 49a normally shoulders 
at 51a at the lower end of mandrel portion 63a, and ter 
minates about the upper end of the lower mandrel shank 
64a, while in FIG. 5 the piston 49e normally shoulders 
at 51C at the lower end of the mandrel portion 63C, and 
in correspondence with the piston construction of FIG. 4, 
provides a piston sleeve 80a which extends downwardly 
around the mandrel shank 64C ' 
As aforesaid, the test fluid and packer setting ñuid em 

ployed may be a hydraulic fluid or an inert gas, as nitro 
gen, rather than air, thereby to avoid the danger of ex 
plosion which might otherwise arise should it be neces 
sary to compress the air to such great pressure as to over 
heat it. Also one fluid at one pressure may be employed 
to set the packers and another fluid at a considerably high 
er pressure may be employed for testing. 
The invention in fact admits of a wide varietay of varia 

tions in usage as to testing tools. For instance, the packer 
means shown in FIG. 3 may be employed on sleeve type 
mandrels as shown in FIGS. 4 and 5. Also one type of 
packer means may be used as the upper barrier and an 
other type may be used as the lower barrier. Such varia 
tions are only exemplary of the many construction com 
binations which may be employed. 
The necessary operating apparatus, including the test 

ing tools as hereinabove described, may all be carried 
by a single motor vehicle or floated small craft, respective 
ly, and taken to the location of a drilling rig on a land 
based location, or on an overwater platform. 

In FIGS. 6-8, inclusive, the truck 90l shown in FIG. l, 
is shown with the necessary apparatus it carries, all in 
greater detail. Immediately behind the cab 93 of the truck 
90, the water tank or reservoir 94 is mounted. Immediate 
ly behind the water tank 94, on a skid 9‘1, the remaining 
apparatus carried by the truck 90 is mounted. This appara 
tus includes the aforesaid pump 21, centrally forward, and 
over the right forward corner of the skid 91. The pump 
21 takes suction through a conduit 96 connected to an 
outlet conduit 96a from the ‘water reservoir 94; the con 
duit 96 being alternatively connectable to an outlet con 
duit 96h from an auxiliary water reservoir 124 located 
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12 
above the left side of the tru-ck bed 92 tol the rear of the 
pump 21 for use when an offshore drilling operation is 
served, and having a water line or conduit 95 to the off 
shore rig, all as will be hereinbelow described. 
The suction conduit 96 connects into the pump suction 

intake 97 and the pump 21 discharges through a discharge 
outlet or conduit 22 which is extended to the console 125 
on the rig ñoor 20, as aforesaid. The shaft 100y of the 
pump 21 has a sprocket 98 mounted on its forward, outer 
end, which Iis driven by a sprocket chain belt 102 from 
a pinion sprocket 99 on a line shaft 10‘1. The line shaft 
101 extends longitudinally above the truck bed 92, sub 
stantially centrally thereof, and is supported for rotation 
by forward and rear pillow blocks 103', 104. The rear 
end of the line shaft 10‘1 is clutch-connected «by an engine 
clutch 10‘5 to the Diesel engine drive shaft 106 which is 
aligned in rearward co-extension of the line shaft 101, and 
thus, the Diesel engine 107 is disposed substantially cen 
trally upon the skid 91, to the rear of the pump 21. 
The Diesel engine 107 is supplied fuel from a fuel tank 

108 on the left rear corner of the truck bed, which de 
livers fuel through a fuel line 109 to the conventinoal 
Diesel engine fuel feed pump, not shown. Also, an elec 
tric storage battery 111 is mounted on the left side of the 
truck bed 92, and to the left of the forward end of the 
Diesel engine 107, to supply starting current to a starting 
motor which rotates the Diesel engine flywheel to start 
it, both motor and flywheel being conventional and not 
indicated separately from the Diesel engine 107. 
A winch 112, on the >right rear corner of the truck bed, 

is driven by a shaft 113 which is connected to be driven 
by the Diesel engine shaft 106 in forward alignment there~ 
with. The shaft 113 transmits drive through a gear box 
and clutch assembly 114 to a winch drum shaft 115 at 
right angles thereto, and on which is mounted a -winch 
drum 116. A compressed air cylinder 117 at the right 
rear corner of the winch drum 11‘6 is actuated, as will 
be hereinbelow described, to operate a brake band 118 
at the outer end of the winch drum 116. 
The air compressor 119 to the left and rear of the 

Diesel engine 107, has a pulley on its shaft which is driven 
by a V-belt 120 from a pulley mounted on the shaft 113. 
The compressor 119I discharges compressed air, through 
a discharge conduit 121 to an aforesaid compressed air 
reservoir or chamber 122. The chamber of reservoir 122 is 
best shown in FIGS. 6 and 8 as mounted on the truck 
90 above the Diesel engine 107, and supported by a con 
ventional stanchion and beam structure 123 on the longi 
tudinal center line above the truck bed 92. 
The aforesaid console 125, when in transit, occupies the 

position shown in FIGS. 6 and 7, on the left side of the 
truck bed, between the battery 111 and the compres 
sor 119.. 
As best shown in FIGS. 9 and l0, the console 125 

comprises a support or stand 127 having a triangularly 
shaped, tilted table top 128 mounted on top thereof, with 
apex end uppermost and supported by an upright 129', 
and with base end lowermost, and supported by the up 
rights 130:1, 13017. 
The high capacity water gauge 24 4which measures water 

pressures in excess of 20,000 p.s.i., is mounted centrally 
of the table top 128 above the apex end of the base. Also', 
centrally, and immediately below the high pressure gauge 
24, a compressed air gauge 132 of capacity to measure 
pneumatic pressures up to 115 p.s.i., is mounted on the 
table top 128. 
The liquid, as water, which is delivered by the pump 

21 to operate the testing tool 10, is supplied through the 
discharge conduit or hose 22, which is extended from 
'the truck 90 to the console 125 on the drilling rig plat 
form 20, where the >free end of such conduit 22 is con 
nected to the lower end of rigid piping 151 on the con 
sole 125. 
The piping 151 includes, successively, from lowermost 

to uppermost, a T 151a to which a recorder, not shown, 
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may be connected to continuously record pressures, when 
such a record may be desired. Above the T 151a a check 
valve 152 is provided to protect against back pressures. 
Above the check valve 152 a T 151b is provided from 
which a flexible conduit 153 extends to the high pressure 
capacity water pressure gauge 24 which stands up above 
the apex end of the triangularly shaped table top 128. 
Above the T 151b the piping makes a right angle turn, 
by means of an elbow 154, and extends horizontally to 
the right along the front of the console top 128, and in 
cludes, from left to right: lirst, a T 15411 into the lower 
leg of which a needle valve 155a is installed to the 
lower end of which is connected the aforesaid ñexible 
conduit or hose 22a; second, a T 154b into the lower leg 
of which a needle valve 155b is connected, with the lower 
end of the needle valve 155b having connected thereto 
the hereinabove described flexible hose or conduit 22b; 
and third, an elbow 156 from the lower leg of which 
the piping 151 turns downwardly and provides a needle 
valve 155C through which the water which sets the pack 
ers may be released or bled off in order to deilate the 
packers 15 and 16, as will be hereinbelow described. 
As aforesaid, the compressor 119 discharges through 

the conduit 121, and keeps the compressed air reservoir 
122 full of air compressed to a pressure of approximate 
ly 115 p.s.i. The aforesaid delivery conduit 157a from the 
compressed air reservoir 122 extends through the sheath 
149 to the compressed air manifold 150 which is taken 
with the console 125 to the drilling rig ñoor or platform 
20. From the manifold 150 four delivery conduits 26a, 
26b, 26e and 26d pass therefrom, respectively: 26a into 
an inlet into a 3-way valve 158 which controls the di 
rection in which the winch drum 116 is rotated either to 
pick up or to pay out the wire line or cable 27; 26b into 
an inlet into a 3-Way valve 159 which actuates a corn 
pressed air cylinder 160 to connect or disconnect the 
clutch 105 of the engine shaft 107 to the line shaft 101 
which drives the pump 21; 26e into an inlet into a 2-way 
valve 161 which controls the amount of compressed air 
admitted to the engine accelerator 163 to control the 
speed at which the engine 107 drives the pump 21; and 
26d into an inlet into a Z-Way valve 162 which admits 
compressed air to the compressed air cylinder 117 to 
conrtol the degree of application of the brake band 118 
'which regulates the rate at which cable 27 is paid out 
or is taken up. 
The other two connections into the 3way valve 158 

have the flexible lines 157 b- and 157e connected thereinto, 
and these lines pass from the console 125 through the 
sheath 149 and pass out of the sheath at its truck bed 
end and connect to opposite sides of the winch clutch 
and gear box assembly 114 and connect drive means 
therein to drive the shaft 115, on which the winch drum 
116 is mounted, in direction to rotate the winch drum, 
respectively, to pay out or take up, the wire line or 
Winch cable 27. 
The other two connections into the 3Way valve 159 

have the flexible lines 157d and 157e connected thereinto, 
and these lines pass from the console 125 through the 
sheath 149 and pass out of the sheath at its truck bed 
end and connect to opposite sides of the Diesel engine 
compressed air cylinder 160 which actuates the clutch 
105, to connect the engine drive shaft 106 to drive, or to 
disconnect the engine shaft 106 from driving, the line 
shaft 101 which drives the pump 21. 
The compressed air conduit or line 157)“, which ex 

tends lfrom the connection to the 2-way valve 161, op 
posite the connection of the conduit 26e thereto, ex 
tends from the console 125 through the sheath 149 to 
the accelerator 163 of ,the engine 107, and, as controlled 
by the valve 161, admits compressed air to the acceler 
ator 163 in amount to control the rate at which the en 
gine shaft 106 is revolved. 
The compressed air conduit or line 157g, which ex 

tends from the conneciton to the 2-way valve 162, op 
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posite the connection of the conduit 26d thereto, extends 
from the console 125, through the sheath 149 to the 
compressed air cylinder 117, and as controlled by the 
valve 162, admits compressed air to the cylinder 117 
in amount to control the pressure with which the brake 
band 118 brakes the rotation of the winch drum 116, 
and thereby controls the speed with which the wire line 
cable 27 is paid out or taken up. 

Levers 164a and 164b on the respective 3-way valves 
158 and 159, include respective cowls 171e, 171b, which, 
as best seen in FIG. 1, may be rotated counter-clockwise 
to “up” positions as the respective stop lugs 166e and 
166b on the valve housings are contacted, thus estab 
lishing compressed air communication between conduits 
26a and 157b, and between conduits 26b and 157d. Con 
versely, the levers 164a and 164b may be rotated clock 
wise to “down” positions, as the respective stop lugs 
on the valve housing are contacted on the opposite sides 
thereof, thus establishing compressed air communication 
between conduits 26a and 157e, and between conduits 
2617 and 157e. A piston, not shown, in the engine clutch 
cylinder housing 160, is of the type which will mechani 
cally latch in that position to which shifted by the force 
of the compressed air admitted thereagainst from the con 
duit 157d or `from the conduit 157e. Then, as the lever 
164b may be released, spring means, not shown, will 
automatically return it to “neutral” position. 
When the lever 164B is returned by the spring means, 

not shown, to “neutral” position, the respective conduits 
157d and 157e are placed in communication with bleed 
passage means, not shown, in the valve 159, whereby the 
compressed air which has moved the aforesaid piston 
to temporarily latched position, may be “bled off” to the 
atmosphere. 
The lever 164:1 which operates the valve 158, is also 

of the type which is automatically spring returned to 
“neutral” position when released. In this case the com 
pressed air which has passed through a respective conduit 
157b or 157C to actuate the engagement of the shaft 113 
to be driven by the engine shaft 106, is placed in com 
munication with a bleed passage, and the bleeding olf of 
this air from either conduit 157b or 157e` relieves the 
pressure which keeps the shaft 113 in drive engagement, 
whereby the winch 112 is stopped. Thus the operator 
must keep his hand on the lever 168e as long as the winch 
112 is running, whether in direction to take up or to pay 
out cable. 
The compressed air from the aforesaid compressed air 

reservoir 122 passes through the core conduit 157a to the 
manifold 150. A T 165 is installed in this core conduit 
157a adjacent the manifold 150 and a conduit 169 from 
this T 165 leads to the compressed air gauge 132 having 
its face readable above the top of the console table 128. 

Since a relatively slight compressed air pressure is nec 
essary to apply the brake band 118 to the winch drum 
116 to control, by braking, the paying out and taking up 
of the wire line cable 27, a needle valve 167 may be 
installed in the compressed air supply conduit 26d to the 
Z-Way valve 162, and this needle valve 167 may be set 
to reduce the compressed air pressure delivered through 
the conduit 157g to say l0-12 p.s.i. 

Thus, when the winch 112 is either paying out or tak 
ing up cable 127, it is only necessary for the operator 
to turn the lever 168b` of the valve 162 upwardly to full 
braking position and then release such lever, and ample 
compressed air pressure will be continuously supplied to 
the compressed air cylinder 117, and the brake band 118 
thereby continuously applied whenever the tool 10 is be 
ing raised or lowered. 

Obviously, it is not feasible to stabilize or set the Diesel 
engine accelerator 163 at any set speed for the Diesel 
engine 107, and thus, the compressed air supply line 26C 
does>not have a needle valve therein to function corre 
spondingly as the needle valve 167 in the supply line 26d. 
The operation of testing tubing can be carried out by 
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a single truck over a lon-g period of time as when tubing 
is tested in theY process: of making up tubing strings as 
suspended stand by stand into deep wells. WhileV actual 
testing' proceeds only a single operator is necessary and 
the other operator may be otherwise disposed to await 
his shift at testing. The engine 107 on the truck'bed 102 
having been started in conventional manner and with the 
tool§10 in testing position, as supported on the uppermost 
nipple 12 of the uppermost stand or Ytubing 136 as in 
dicated in FIG. 2A, the lever'164b is moved to up posi 
tion to start the pump and the operator holds the ac 
celeration lever 168g under control and opens Vthe packer 
setting valve 155e as the testing valve 155b and bleed 
valve 155crare kept closed.fThe pump then draws water 
from the ?tank 94 and delivers it by way of the ilexible 
conduits 22 and 22a to thefpacker setting channel 2S in 
the testing tool 1010 set the packers which isolate the test 
space 14 as shown?in FIG. l. , ' 
When the pressure indicated byrthe pressure gauge 24 

Y informs?the operator the upper andlower tool packers are 
r íirmly set, he closes the valve 155a to lock the packers in 
set position and? opens the valve ?.155b so Ithat the pump 
delivers. the hydraulic fluid as water through the hose 2217 
to theV testing iluid course 46 in ïthe tool Yto pass out into 
the annular space 14, thus to place the uppermost stand of 
tubing 136, including its nipple joints 12, under testing 

. pressure. . „ 

While the pump operates, the operator holds the lever 
168a under control and thus senses thearate at which the 
pump 21 is pumping. As the fluid is delivered through the 
test'channel 46, a higher pressure can? be developed for 
testing than is necessary for setting the packers, and this 
pressure is retlected by the gauge 24, the fluid delivered hy 
the hose 22 passing by way of the Vconduit 153 to act 
against the gauge 24. If the operator observes no falling 
orî of the gauge he knows that there is no leakage in the 
stand length of tubing tested, and testing may proceed, 
and as a gauge reading stands steady the valve 155b may 
be closed. 
Whether the gauge 24 indicates leakage by a falling oiî 

Yin its reading, or whether no leakage is indicated by the 
high reading holding constant, the'operator gives the ap 
propriate signaL'pulls theglever 164b to “down” position 

i to de-clutch the pump drive, and ¿hen releases such lever 
Y 164b to be spring returned to “neutral” position. 

He then opens the bleed-off valve 155c1and the packer 
setting valve 155e and the packers contract, as their rub 
bers tend to return toëtheir normal position, and this 
forces out or bleeds olf that amount of ñuid that has 
gone to expand the packers, after which bleed-oil valve 
155öfmay be closed. As the packers retract the Water that` 
has been used for testing falls down into the well bore and 
is thus expended as an operating fluid. « 
The operator now moves the lever 164a to “up” posi 

tion to actuate the Vgear box and clutch assembly to en 
clutch the winch 112 to be driven bythe engine 107 and 
in direction to take up cabie 27, whereby the cable 27 
lifts the toel 10 up out of the1stand of pipe 136 just tested, 
and clear of the operation of the travelling block 135 and 
the elevators 170 Esuspended therefrom, which normally 
engage as a safeguard right under the uppermost nipple 
12, as for instance, to take up the support of the tubing 
string 1jr, in case of failure of the slips 19 to hold the 

tubing string. 1 The drilling rig crew Íaow takes over operation, and 
1 if leakage has been indicated, the rig apparatus is used 
to remove the stand indicating leakage, and it is replaced 
by a new standîto be tested. Otherwise, when no leakage 
is indicated, the crew retracts the Slips' 19, while the 
elevators 170 Ybelow the travelling block 135 grasp the 
top of the tubing and the derrick thus supports the tubing 
string 11 from the crown blockYV 133. Then the crew low 
ers the stand just tested and resets the slips 19 to support 
such stand with the top thereof slightly above the slips 19. 
Then the crew, using zthe travelling block 135 and eleva 
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tors 170, adds a new stand of tubing to take position as 
an uppermost stand 136 awaiting test. 

' The operator now grasps the lever 1`64a, (which has 
been spring returned to neutral' positionïupon release to 
de-clutch the'winch 112 from engine drive), and upon 
the lever being pulled down and held in “down” position, 
the Winch 1112 is driven in opposite direction to pay out 
cable 27 to lower the tool 10 into the next standY of tubing 
to be tested. 22 . 

ÍWhen the drum 112 is being driven in either direction, 
the operator has turned theflever 168b to “up” position, 
so that theE fractional compressed air pressure requiredato 
apply the brake band 118, as reduced by the reducer 167, 
acts continuously :to brakethe winch drum rotation. As 
aforesaid.; as the engine runs, the operatoracontrolsï'the 
accelerator lever 1-68a, while the hoist 112 is operating, 
as well as when the pump 21 is pumping fluid. 

It may not be desirable to use: a testing fluid which, 
when it is released, fallsV by gravity down into the well 

' bore, where it may cause contamination. For instance, in 
many cases, it is not desirable to Ydilute or in any manner 
alter the constituency of a drilling mud or fluid -used in 
drilling the well. Thus an inert gas, as nitrogen, may be 
used, thereby to obviate any contamination of the drilling 
fluids@ In this case bottles or vessels 171of nitrogen have 
been brought to the ñeld on the service truck 90, as shown 
in FIG. 1l, the truck 90 being otherwise ladenwith the 
apparatus hereinabove described. 
The nitrogen bottles 171 are manifolded or series con= 

nected as indicated by the piping 172 and from Èthis mani 
fold a conduit 173, having two successively downwardly 
seating cheek valves 174a, 17411 therein, has its upper end 
connected into the top of a pressure vessel or cylinder 
175. The cylinder :175- has respective upper and lower 
hemispherical ends 175a and 175b to close the pressure 
vessel, and these Vends carry@ respective handles 17611, 176b 
by which the pressure vessel 175 may be manipulated and 
mounted. e 
As shown in FIG. ll, this pressure vessel or cylinder 

c 175 has been lifted from the truçk 90 and taken up on 
the rig floor 20 and positirined on the derrick 131, as indi 

, cated. From the'clower end of the lower closure 175Í2§there 
extends a valve 177 which is connected by a flexible con 
duit 22C to the lower end of the valve 155a (to which 
the hose 22a has been formerly connected). From the 
upper end of the cylinder 175 there extends a valve 178 
which is connected by means of a conduit 182 to a T 179 
at one end of piping 180, this piping 180 having been 
mounted on the side of the console 125, as shown in FIG. 
ll, Eto support the use of gas, as nitrogen, in testing. A 
gauge 181 is connected into the central leg of the T 179 
to Vindicate Ythe pressure of the nitrogen discharged from 
the cylinder 175 into the line 182. Y 
Along the side of,? the console 125, forwardly of the T 

179, the piping 180 includes a valve 183 therein and 
.farther forwardly it includes a T 184, and into the cen 
tral leg of,? this T 1184 a nitrogen “bleed-off” valve 185 is 
connected. Then at the forward end.E of the piping 180 a 
valve 186 is provided into'the forward end of ̀ which the 
flexible conduit or hose 22b is connected. As the Iconsole 
125 has been set up on the derrick door 20, the conduit or 
hose 2217, along with the hose or conduit 22a (now extend 

Y ing from the needle valve 155b), have been taken up 
into the derrickr131 to be suspended over, and taped to 
an upper derrick member 14361, corresponding inrfunc 
tions with the aforesaid horizontally extending derrick 
member 143. Also, as shown in FIG. l1, the free ends of 
the respective hose 22a and 22bnhave been brought back 
down and extended through the guide sleeve 147 and con 
nected to carry fluid to the respective packer setting and 
testing fluid courses or channels Within the tool 10. Then 
thewire line, or cable 127 has been connected into the 
swivel 139 at the top of the tool, and the tool 10'has been 
raised abve the top of the tubing string 11, as supported 
byfîhe slips 19 and with the elevators 170 engaged near 
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the top as a safeguard, and then the tool 10 has been 
lowered down into the top of the tubing string 11 until 
the tool head'23 rests upon top of the nipple 12 of the 
uppermost stand of tubing 136. 

In the meantime the cylinder, pressure vessel, or nitro 
gen reservoir 175 has `been ñlled with nitrogen by open 
ing banks of nitrogen bottles on the truck 90 to pass 
nitrogen into the manifold 172, and thence through the 
valve 189 and by way of the conduit 173, and through the 
check valves 174b, 174:1 into the reservoir 175, and with 
the valve 178 open, up to the gauge 181 in the auxiliary 
console piping 180, the valve 183 in the piping 181 and 
also the nitrogen “bleed-off” valve 185 and the nitrogen 
delivery valve 186 being closed. Also the needle Valves 
155:1, 155b and 155C in the main console water piping 
151 are closed at this point. 
The operator now opens the needle valve 155b as the 

engine 107 is started, and operates the lever 1641; to place 
the pump 21 in drive to pump water to pass through the 
hose 22a to set the tool packers. Then he closes the valve 
155b as he opens the valve 186 to let the nitrogen pass 
on into the testing annulus 14 about the tool 10, and at 
the same time opens the valve 155a so that the pump 21 
now pumps water, by way of the hose 22C, into the lower 
end of the nitrogen reservoir 175 to pressurize the nitro 
gen 187 as water 188 rises in the reservoir to reduce the 
nitrogen space, as indicated in the cutaway section of 
the reservoir in FIG. 11. As this takes place the nitrogen 
gauge 181 reflects the. nitrogen pressure that is being 
developed and when the pressure attains the requisite 
figure to indicate that the stand of tubing 136 under test 
does not leak, or when the reflection of the gauge 181 
falls off, to indicate leakage, as the case may be, in any 
event, the signal is given preceding the removal of the 
tool 10 from the tubing string 11 until a next stand may 
be added thereto. 

In thiscase the operator moves the lever 164b to 
“down” position to de-clutch pump drive, and opens 
the water “bleed-01T” valve 155C so that the water 
that has pressurized the nitrogen in the reservoir 175 
Imay be released, and the sound of the beginning of nitro 
gen passage into the valve 177 indicates that this valve 
should be closed. By draining ott the pressurizing water 
in this manner the nitrogen expands to ñll the space evacu 
ated by the water, and this reduces the amount of nitro 
gen in the test annulus 14 and in the hose 22b leading 
up to the valve 183 which may now be closed. It should 
also be noted that the nitrogen pressurizing water is 
recoverable since a flexible conduit 95, shown in dotted 
lines in FIG. 1l, can be installed to convey this ñuid, by 
gravity, back to the Water tank 94, or back to the auxiliary 
water tank 124 in case an offshore rig is being served from 
a motor vessel which carries the skid mounted apparatus 
thereon. 
Then, Withthe valve 183 closed, and the valves 186 

and 185 open, the test nitrogen remaining downstream 
of the valve 183 may be drained, at least in part, to 
the atmosphere. Then, with the valve 155g closed and the 
valve 155e open, the valve 155b may be opened to bleed 
olf the water which has set the packers so that the tool 
may be removed, and the next stand 136 installed in the 
same manner as aforesaid. 
The invention comprises essentially apparatus and 

method of testing tubing which permits all necessary ap 
paratus to 'be carried on a single vehicle to a testing loca 
tion. Also, the apparatus, which is skid mounted, can be 
transferred in whole to a small vessel and taken out to the 
location of an offshore drilling rig. In addition to the 
advantages of providing a compact portable assembly of 
equipment, the apparatus is designed for speed and op 
eration as all of the levers and valve handles essential 
to carrying out testing are located on a console while 
the only two connecting elements which extend between 
the assembly of operating apparatus and the console 
comprise the water supply hose or flexible conduit and 
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the sheath which has the compressed air connections 
therein which actuate the various apparatus, and which 
also has therein the flexible conduit core or compressed 
air supply line. 
The invention also includes means and method for test 

ing with an inert gas, as nitrogen, rather than water, Where 
it may not be desirable to expend test water into the well 
bore, to contaminate or to change the constituency of 
products down in the well, such as the drilling mud. 

Also, the invention permits the use of an inert gas in 
testing, and additionally permits the recovery of some 
goodly part of the testing gas, also the water employed 
to pressurize the gas is returnable to the Water tank. 
The invention has further flexibility in that the tool 

which carries out the test is ingeniously constructed so 
that the packers which isolate the test space may be set 
through one channel or fluid course, while the testing fluid 
may be supplied through another fluid course or channel 
thus permitting the use of different fluids, as a gas, a 
liquid, or a gas and a liquid, for testing and/or packer 
setting. 

Also, particularly, the packers themselves are con 
structed uniquely in that they insure against any metal 
contact with the inner surface of the tubing that is tested, 
so that only the packer rubber or relatively softer ñexi 
ble material of the packer contacts the tubing. This is of 
special importance when the inner surface of the tubing 
may have been protectively coated, as, for instance, with 
epoxy resin, which could be abraded or scratched through 
by metal contact. 
An improvement in console arrangement, and in use of 

associated apparatus, is shown in FIG. l2, in which a 
Winch 112a is shown with shaft 166 supported by sup 
port means 201 mounted on a common skid 202, as in 
dicated in dotted lines. Also, a hydraulic motor 169 is 
mounted on the skid 202 in position for connection to 
drive the drum of the winch 112a. Hydraulic fluid con 
duits 16954 and 169b are shown extending from the hy 
draulic motor 169 to the truck unit or vehicle 26a, and 
into a hydraulic pump 203 disposed on the skid mount 
‘92 in the relative position of the hoist 112 shown in FIGS. 
l, 7 and 8. The gear box and clutch assembly 114, here 
inabove described as to location, construction and func 
tion, is connected to drive the hydraulic pump shaft 115a, 
as clutch connected in turn for drive by the Diesel en 
gine drive shaft 106, as best indicated in FIGS. 7 and 8. 
Clutch connection and direction of drive are effected by 
admitting compressed air through the respective conduits 
157b, 157C into the gear box and clutch assembly 114. 
correspondingly as’ in the case of selectively connecting 
the winch 112 to be driven by the Diesel engine drive 
shaft 106, also as hereinabove described. 

Thus, the console 125a, as shown revised in FIG. 12, 
retains the hereinabove described 3-way valve 158, with 
conduits 157b, 157e extending from the gear box and 

' clutch assembly 114, through the sheath 149, to the valve 
' 158, as aforesaid. However, with the hydraulic motor 
169 on the rig floor, it is possible and convenient man 
ually to brake the hoisting operation of the testing tool 
10. The structure for accomplishing this is shown in 
FIG. l2 as comprising a bellcrank lever 163 with the 
upper arm 204 extending upwardly through a slot 205 
in the top of the console 125g, thus to provide a handle 
206 by which an operator may apply a braking force. 
This is accomplished by pushing the handle 206 away 
from the operator. As the bellcrank lever is pivoted on a 
pin 207, extending from the frame of the console 125a, 
the lower arm 208 is thus pivoted downwardly, so that 
the arcuate bearing surface 165 on the outer end of the 
lower arm 208 bears upon the winch drum shaft 166 to 
retard its rotation. Thus, the intimate and immediate 
control of the braking of the hoist speed permits a much 
finer and more quickly applied control of the lowering 
and raising of the testing tool 10 than can ever be ob 
tained by braking the hoist (when on the vehicle) by ap 
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plying an air brake 117, as shown in FIGS. 7, 8 and 11. 
It follows that with this form of braking hoist movement 
the two-way valve 162 (shown in FIGS. 9-11), and con 
nections and accessories thereto, Ámay be eliminated from 
the console. 

Also, the two-way valve 161, shown on the console 
125 in FIGS. l, 9 and 1l, is moved beneath the console 
12541 and into a position to be operated by a foot treadle 
161a, shown in FIG. l2, the reference numeral to 
the foot treadle 16141 in this view also indicates the valve, 
not shown, which the foot treadle operates. The valve 
161a, including its foot treadle replacing the handle 
168g shown in FIG. 9, is otherwise constructed identically 
with the two-way valve 161 on the right side of the con 
sole 125 in FIG, 9. Correspondingly, the conduit 26d is 
shown in FIG. l2 as extending from the compressed air 
manifold 150 downwardly and under the console 125a 
to the foot treadle operated valve, not shown but graph 
ically identified by its foot treadle 161a. 
An improvement is disclosed in FIG. 13 which per 

mits pre-adjustment of stroke of the type of pistons 49b, 
49e shown in FIGS. 4 and 5, respectively. In such view 
the tool lower mandrel 60d is constructed in correspond 
ence with the respective mandrels 60a, 60b, 60e shown 
in FIGS. 3, 4 and 5. The mandrel 60d thus having a 
reduced diameter, lower section 64d to provide a shoulder 
51d, with the lower portion 53e of the mandrel lower 
diameter section 64d being externally threaded. The pis 
ton 49d, which is slidable upon the mandrel section 64d 
has an O-ring containing groove 71h therein to seal be 
tween mandrel and piston, the piston 49d having a 
sleeve 80h as the lower part thereof, and onto which 
packer assembly 75C is installed. 

Such packer assembly 75e is shown in FIG. 13 as 
comprising upwardly a metallic wear and spacer ring 
86a, a packer 76d, as of hard rubber, a central or smaller 
division spacer or metallic ring 86C, a second packer 
76d, and a second or lower ring 86a. A cup or “pot” 
member, open upwardly, is installed on the threaded 
mandrel portion 53e, and therebelow a lock washer 
86C is threaded upon the aforesaid threaded mandrel 
portion to lock the assembly in a predetermined initial 
position. Also a bull plug 68C is threaded upon the ter 
minal part of the portion 53C, thus to protect the threads 
and to further lock the tool together in assembly. 
The cup or “pot” 67 f has a plurality of annular, metal 

lic shims 84b therein, to receive the mandrel section 64d 
therethrough, as the shims are supported upon the cup 
or “pot” 671‘. If the packer assembly 75e is to be ex 
panded against a tubing size of largest inner diameter, 
all of the shims 84b are left in place. However, if not 
such great expansion of the packers will be required, as 
where the inner diameter of the tubing to be tested may 
be smaller, a shim or shims 84b may be added prior to 
use of the tool. This insures that the packer rubber ex 
pansion is greatest where the distance from the tool to 
the well tubing is greatest. By this pre-adjustment the 
degree of packer expansion can be pre-determined, as 
required. 
An O-ring containing groove 71g within the mandrel 

60d above the shoulder 51]c is provided, thus to seal be 
tween the mandrel 60d and piston 49d. The packer set 
ting fluid thus passes down the bore 72d, through the 
radially extending passage 70d, and down a peripheral 
slot 70e in the mandrel, to urge downwardly on the base 
of the piston 49d to set the packer assembly 75C (packers 
76d) against the tubing to be tested. The further the 
travel of the sleeve 80h, the greater the expansion of the 
packers 76d. When the lower end of the sleeve 80h 
strikes the uppermost shim 84b, limit is placed on ex 
pansion. Correspondingly, a piston that moves upwardly 
can have its sleeve upper end strike corresponding travel 
limiting structure. 

It should be understood that the invention is not lim 
ìted to the exact structures and method steps hereinabove 
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described and disclosed in the drawings but other struc 
tures and methods may also be employed. For instance, 
the compressed air system could be replaced at least 
in part, by hydraulic fluid contro-l to control operation 
of mechanism and methods of testing. In effect, the in 
vention has limitations only as those imposed thereon by 
the broad concept of a tool which sets and tests the pack 
ers through two different channels; and without metal 
contact with the inner surface of the tubing; which has 
a minimum (only two) of tubular elements between the 
means transporting and mounting essential apparatus and 
the console on the drilling rig floor; and which also locates 
the console or control with respect to equipment in marl-` 
ner that the whole operation of testing can be conducted 
by a single operator in a selective position of observation 
on the drilling rig floor. Also pre-adjustment can be made 
for packers to iit firmly in various tubing inner diameters. 
What is claimed is: 
1. Tubing testing apparatus comprising a mount having 

thereon a fluid reservoir and a pump to take suction there 
from, a compressed air reservoir, a compressor to dis 
charge thereinto, an engine to drive said compressor 
and clutch-connectable from driving, and to drive said 
pump, said apparatus also including a winch disposed 
upon said mount with a rotatable drum, brake means to 
brake drum rotation, connection means to connect said 
winch drum for engine drive and in direction, selectively, 
to take up and pay out cable, a testing tool connected to 
the winch cable and comprising upper and lower packers 
set by deformation by pressure fluid admitted through a 
first channel provided in said tool to set said packers 
against the inner surface of a stand of tubing to isolate a 
testing space between said packers, said testing tool also 
providing a second channel therein for pressure fluid de 
livery downwardly therethrough into said space to place 
the'stand inner surface between packers under test pressure 
for leakage, said tool including shim means to pre-adjust 
the degree of packer deformation to insure firm setting 
of said packers in tubing of selective inner diameters, a 
console for controlling operation of said testing tool and 
mounting a high pressure gauge, a low pressure gauge, a 
piping manifold and a compressed air manifold, said con 
sole also having first and second conduits therefrom, re 
spectively, to said first and second channels, a high pres 
sure ñuid supply conduit means from said pump to said 
console piping manifold and to said high pressure gauge, 
a compressed air conduit from said compressed air mani 
fold and from said low pressure gauge to said compressed 
air reservoir, said console also carrying a first valve means 
including connections therefrom to said compressed air 
manifold, and connections oppositely therefrom to said 
mount, respectively, for selectively enclutching and de 
clutching engine drive with said pump, for clutch engag 
ing in said winch for engine drive, selectively, to take up 
and pay out cable, and for controlling engine speed, said 
console also carrying a second valve means extending from 
said piping manifold, and operable, selectively, to estab 
lish communication between said pressure ñuid supply 
conduit means and said first conduit, said second conduit, 
and to bleed off pressure fluid from setting said packers. 

2. Tubing testing apparatus comprising a mount hav 
ing thereon a fluid reservoir and a pump to take suction 
therefrom, a compressed air reservoir, a compressor to 
discharge thereinto, and an engine to drive said compres 
sor and clutch-connecta'ble from driving, and to drive 
said pump, said apparatus also including a winch and a 
console spaced from said mount, a rotatable winch drum 
braked by means actuated at said console, connections 
means comprising a hydraulic motor at said console con 
nected to drive said winch drum, and diuid lines from 
said hydraulic motor extending to a hydraulic pump on 
said mount, a testing tool connected to the winch cable 
and comprising upper and lower packers set by deforma 
tion by pressure fluid admitted through a first channel 
provided in said tool to set said packers against the inner 
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surface of a stand of tubing to isolate a testing space be 
tween said packers, said testing tool also providing a 
second channel therein for pressure fluid delivery down 
wardly therethrough into said space to place the stand 
inner surface between packers under test pressure for 
leakage, said tool including shim means to pre-adjust 
the degree of packer deformation to insure firm setting 
of said packers in tubing of selective inner diameters, a 
console for controlling operation of said testing tool and 
mounting a high pressure gauge, a low pressure gauge, a 
piping manifold, and a compressed air manifold, said 
console also having first and second conduits therefrom, 
respectively, to said ñrst and second channels, a high 
pressure fluid supply conduit means from said pump to 
said console piping manifold and to said high pressure 
gauge, a compressed air conduit from said compressed 
air manifold and from said low pressure gauge to said 
compressed air reservoir, said console also carrying a first 
valve means including connections therefrom to said 
compressed air manifold, and connections oppositely 
therefrom to said mount, respectively, for selectively en 
clutching and de-clutching engine drive with Said pump, 
for clutch engaging said winch for engine drive, selec 
tively, to take up and pay out cable, and for controlling 
engine speed, said console also carrying a second valve 
means extending from said piping manifold, and operable, 
selectively, to establish communication between said pres 
sure ñuid supply means and said first conduit, said second 
conduit, and to bleed off pressure fluid from setting said 
packers. 

3. Tubing testing apparatus comprising a mount hav 
ing thereon a fluid reservoir and a pump to take suction 
therefrom, a compressed air reservoir, a compressor to 
discharge thereinto, an engine to drive said compressor 
and clutch-connectable from driving, and to drive said 
pump, said apparatus also including a winch with a ro 
tatable drum, brake means to brake drum rotation, con 
nection means to connect said winch drum for engine 
drive and in direction, selectively, to take up and pay 
out cable, a testing tool including a head connected to 
the winch cable and to a mandrel means extending there 
below and mounting thereon upper and lower packers 
set by deformation by pressure fluid admitted through a 
iirst channel provided in said tool to set said packers 
against the inner surface of a stand of ’tubing to isolate 
a testing space between said packers, said testing tool also 
providing a second channel therein for pressure fluid deliv 
ery downwardly therethrough into said space to place the 
stand inner surface between packers under test pressure 
for leakage, said mandrel means including a reduced 
diameter lower end, upwardly open piston means to shoul 
der on said mandrel means above said lower end with 
said first channel in communication with the interior of 
said piston means, said piston means including sleeve 
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means extending around said madrel means lower end 
and said lower packer being slidably mounted upon said 
sleeve means, an upwardly facing cup means receiving 
said mandrel means lower end therethrough with the cup 
base being spaced below the lower end of said sleeve 
means, bull plug means threadable upon the lower end 
of said mandrel means to lock said cup means against 
Said lower packer in its unexpandcd position, shim means 
to pre-adjust the degree of packer deformation to in 
sure firm setting of said packers in tubing of selective 
inner diameters and including a plurality of shim rings 
in said cup means and around said mandrel means lower 
end, thus to limit downward travel of said sleeve means, 
and hence the degree of lower packer deformation, said 
shim rings being added to, or subtracted from the num 
ber of said cup means, a console for controlling opera 
tion of said testing tool and mounting a high pressure 
gauge, a low pressure gauge, a piping manifold and a 
compressed air manifold, said console also having first 
and second conduits therefrom, respectively, to said first 
and second channels, a high pressure fluid supply con 
duit means from said pump to said console piping mani 
fold and to said high pressure gauge, a compressed air 
conduit from said compressed air manifold and from said 
low pressure gauge to said compressed air reservoir said 
console also carrying a first valve means including con 
nections therefrom to said compressed air manifold, and 
connections oppositely therefrom to said mount, respec 
tively, for selectively enclutching and de-clutching engine 
drive with said pump, for clutch engaging said winch for 
engine drive, selectively, to take up and pay out cable, 
and for controlling engine speed, said console also carry 
ing a second valve means extending from said piping 
manifold, and operable, selectively, to establish com 
munication between said pressure ñuid supply conduit 
means and said first conduit, said second conduit, and 
to bleed off pressure fluid from setting said packers. 

4. Tubing testing apparatus as claimed in claim 3, in 
which said winch is spaced from said mount and is dis 
posed with said console. 

5. Tubing testing apparatus as claimed in claim 3, in 
which said winch is disposed upon said mount. 
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